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Write the missing letters in the underlined words (1 point)
1,2) Jog-ing is a p-pul-r form of exercise.
3) I've never played chess before. I'm an abs-I-te beginner.
4) The most negative effect of cellphone might be people's a-di-tion to it.

Vocabulary
Fill in the blanks with the given words. (2 points)

I decrease - medicines - frequently - available - besides - around - identify - respect - scanned
5) Don't worry! Buses drive ................... between the hotel and the airport.
6) There was a ................... in the number of people living in the Village.
7) A lot of. diseases can be cured by .................. .
8) The temperature is usually ................. 20°c at this time of the year.
9) There are not many people who choose jobs for other reasons .................. money.
10) Although I .................. him very much, I still have to disagree with him on this point.
11 ) Jack ................. the list until he found his name.
12) We don't have much time, so let's ................ key problems.

Fill in the blanks with proper words.( 1.5 points)
13) Here in the summer, temperature .................... from 30 to 40 Celsius.
14) I returned my ..................... country after being a broad for many years.
15) The ................. of "child" is children.
16) My teacher has a very calm ......................... He never gets worried or angry.
17) The word ...................... means able to speak easily and correctly.
18) Asia is the largest ...................... of the world.

Choose the best choices. ( 0.5 point)
19) The project is in its fmal .......... and should be completed by the end of this month.
1) stages
2) phrases
3) styles
4) degrees
20) Try not to worry so much, when there is nothing you can do to change the ............ .
I) topic
2) reason
3) creation
4) situation
.Grammar
Choose the best choices.(l point)
21) I bought ................. beautiful flowers for my mother's birthday.
1) much

2) some

3) a lot

4) a little

22) He spoke ................... English, so it was difficult to communicate with him.
1) a little

2) few

3) little

4) a lot

23) I drink several ............... of water a day.
1) bottle

2) glasses

3) glass

4) cups

24)I prefer to drink a ................. of tea.
1) cups

2) cup

3) glass

4) bottle

Put the words in correct order.(l point)
25) always - I - to see - happy - him - am.
26) valuable - despite - all languages - are - their - differences - really.

Fill in the blanks with proper "wh" question word.(0.5 point)
27) ............... money do you save each month?
28) ................. bags of rice do you need?

Which ofthe following sentences contains the more normal word order.(0.5 point)
29) 1) You must read carefully the book, page by page.
2) I will tomorrow tell you the story at school.
3) We are going to buy him a present next week.
4) Last night, my mother and I met at the bus stop her.
30) 1) I should take today a few books from the library.
2) We are going to watch two movies exciting at home tonight.
3) Last week, they wrote a very difficult test at school.
4) We ate dinner last Friday at an expensive Italian restaurant.

•

Cloze passage(2 points)
The art of conversation and the habit of reading and writing are dying. People are ...........
more and more lookers and ................. and less and less doers and talkers. This can only
............. the people. It is better to do something not very well oneself ............ always
to sit and watch others· doing it.
31) I) becoming

2) believing·

3) amazing

4) enjoying

32) 1) translators

2) writers

3) listeners

4) readers

33) 1) hurt

2) hire

3) hold

4) hope

34) 1) then

2) from

3) than

4) of

What is going to happen in the future? This is the question most of us wish to know the
................ All the time, ways of life are changing and ............... more quickly than
they have ever changed since the world ............... . It is interesting to imagine what
people do, for example, if they were ............. by men from another planet, or how people
could save their lives ifthere were a nuclear war. Nowadays many writers as well as readers
are interested in discussing the matter.
35) I) record

2) answer

3) respect

4) report

36) 1) decreasing

2) damaging

3) improving

4) protecting

37) 1) creation

2) decoration

3) information

4) discovery

38) 1) attended

2) attacked

3) invited

4) developed

Reading
Read the passage and choose the best choices.(2 points)
In the 18th century, long before books, radios and television set existed, many people
learned a language different from their own. In a world full of printed and spoken words
today, people have a better chance to learn languages. Many people learn langUages
because language is the most useful means for communication. It lets us think, learn and
say our thoughts and feelings to others. Language is important because it is alive; it grows
and changes like a living thing. Language can have effects on a single human being or
excite a million in one moment.
39) We can understand from the passage that language is ........................ .
I) a kind of living organism

2) like a useful means

3) the same as a human being

4) the flower of our mind

40) People can learn language more easily now than before because ........................ .
1) language was not as important as it is now
2) old languages were more difficult than the present languages.
3) people were not aware of its importance
4) there are many ways of using it now
41) The word "communication" in the passage is closest to the meaning of getting and
giving .......... ..
1) information and ideas

2) importance and happiness

3) effects and excitement

4) useful things and tools

42) language is important because it .................... .
1) may excite all people at the same time

2) lets us grow, change and think quickly

3) is a source of tools and things

4) allows people to tell each other their ideas

Write the missing letters in the underlined words (1 point)

Vocabulary
Fill in the blanks with the given words. (2 points)
• 5)

Yet{ (.len

Y 6)

e crea .s'~

7) me

iet'fle5

8) a YOur1

Fill in the blanks with proper words.(1.5 points)
13) Y-aYl~es

16)

ty\

tlv\

ne r

14)

nafive,

15)

pitA. YeLl

17)

flueJ1fl(

18)

CIJ/lf/I1i'111

Choose the best choose the best choices. ( 0.5 point)
120)

(4) 5iluti/flon

Grammar
Choose the best choices.(1 point)
/21)
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Put the words in correct order.(1 point)

Fill in the blanks with proper "wh" question word.(0.5 point)
1

27 )

HOWJ?1Uct..

1

28 )

HtJW rn an(
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Which of the following sentences contains the more normal word order.
29)
30)

Cloze passage
31)
35)
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33)
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34)

3

36)
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1

38)
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